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Welcome to the very first issue of the Swiss Analytics Magazine (SAM),

published by the Swiss Association for Analytics (SAA). This magazine is one

of our means to achieve the association objectives. The main objective is to

provide original analytics content to Swiss practitioners. In the different issues,

we will propose interviews with leading actors in analytics, technical articles,

case studies, book reviews, company profiles and event agenda. All these with

a focus on Switzerland, since the SAM aims at being a swiss magazine for

people in the field of analytics.

The Swiss Association for Analytics (SAA) has been created in 2012. Our main objective is to raise

awareness of Swiss companies to advantages of analytics. By analytics, we mean data mining, machine

learning and knowledge discovery in databases. In other words, analytics is the use of descriptive and

predictive models for data-driven decision making.

EDITORIAL

Welcome to the data-driven world! Sandro Saitta

A FEW WORDS ABOUT

The Swiss Association for Analytics Sandro Saitta

In this very first issue, we cover several analytics topics with a focus on forecasting. Marcel Baumgartner

explains forecasting at Nestlé. Mike Gilliland, from SAS, has been interviewed by Sara Vidal about

forecasting performance. Jean-Marc Vandenabeele describes the notion of bounce rate in web analytics.

Vincent Schickel-Küng introduces the concepts behind online recommendations. Benjamin Wiederkehr

presents datavisualization.ch. Finally, Christian Laux discusses the legal aspects of Big Data.

This first issue is brought to you by our three sponsors: SAS, Webrepublic and MBN. You will find more

information about them on the back cover. The proposed frequency of the SAM is bi-annual. We have

chosen English language to allow anyone from Switzerland to read all its content. Please send any feedback

to info@swiss-analytics.ch. The SAA committee welcomes you to the data-driven world!

In the name of the committee,

Sandro Saitta, President of the Swiss Association for Analytics

Whether the domain of a company is banking, finance,

pharma, eCommerce or telecom, it doesn’t matter. To benefit

from analytics, a company needs to have data, tools and

know-how. The SAA can support in these three areas.

The SAA is a non-lucrative organization with the following

objectives:

• Promote analytics within Switzerland

• Show the added value of analytics to Swiss companies

• Provide networking facilities for practitioners

• Exchange with other associations with related 

objectives

A LinkedIn group has been created, with currently more than 500 members (www.swiss-analytics.ch). We

discuss anything from trends and challenges to case studies and job offers. We also organize analytics

events. In our first three events, we had speakers from SAS, Nestlé, Yahoo! and Google among others. Our

next event will be announced on our LinkedIn group. A new website will be available soon. If you are

interested to be a speaker or sponsor, feel free to contact us at info@swiss-analytics.ch

mailto:info@swiss-analytics.ch
http://www.swiss-analytics.ch/
mailto:info@swiss-analytics.ch
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INTERVIEW WITH

Mike Gilliland Sara Vidal

You’ve argued that the usual way of evaluating forecasting performance is inadequate. What is the

usual way, and what’s wrong with it?

The usual way of evaluating forecasts is to simply look at the size of the forecast error using MAPE – the

mean absolute percent error – or other traditional error metric. But the traditional metrics, by themselves,

don’t tell you everything that’s important to know.

A metric like MAPE tells you the magnitude of your forecast error, but doesn’t tell you anything about the

forecastability of the behavior you are trying to forecast, or what error is reasonable to expect. And the

traditional metrics don’t tell you anything about how efficient your process is in achieving its level of

performance.

These are all important considerations, because you want forecasts to be as accurate as you can

reasonably expect them to be. And you don’t want your process just making the forecast worse.

So you are proposing a better way to evaluate forecasting performance?

To better understand the nature of your particular forecasting problem, and how to improve your process,

there are a few simple things you can do.

As a starting point, the volatility of a demand pattern as a crude and imperfect, but still useful indicator of the

forecastability of the pattern. Volatility is measured by the Coefficient of Variation, which is the standard

deviation of a pattern divided by its mean. So if an item sells an average of 1000 units per week, with a

standard deviation of 250, then its Coefficient of Variation or CV is 250/1000 or 25%.

When CV is very low, this means the pattern is very stable with values close to the mean. In this case, as

long as this pattern continues into the future, you can forecast it very well. For example, you could just

forecast the mean every period and have a highly accurate forecast.

When CV is very high, say 100% or more, which is quite common with real life demand data, then we

probably can’t have the same expectation for forecast accuracy. Sometimes, if the pattern is highly

seasonal, or otherwise very regular, we can achieve accurate forecasts even when the CV is high. But most

often higher CV corresponds with less accurate forecasts.

How do you use Coefficient of Variation in evaluating performance?

One easy to construct visual tool is called the “Comet Chart.” It is simply a scatterplot showing, for

everything you are trying to forecast, the relationship between its volatility and the forecast accuracy you

have achieved.

For example, if you forecast 1000 items, there would be 1000 points on the scatterplot. Most likely these

points would form the shape of a comet, with low volatility items clustering at the head of the comet (with

high forecast accuracy), and a wider spread of points (the comet tail) as you have higher volatility (and lower

forecast accuracy).

A view on Forecasting in Supply Chain

Mike Gilliland has been a SAS user since 1985, working for SAS since 2004. Mike is

the author of The Business Forecasting Deal (the book), a longtime business

forecasting practitioner and currently Product Marketing Manager for SAS

Forecasting software.
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The Comet Chart is easy to create and a useful first step, as it gives management a quick overview of the

extent of their forecasting problem. If you find you have a lot of highly volatile demand patterns and aren’t

forecasting them very well, one solution may be to find ways to reduce demand volatility. If you can do that,

and we often can through our pricing and promotional practices, reduced demand volatility will likely lead to

more accurate forecasts!

What other tools do you recommend?

Segmenting your items is a good practice employed in many organizations. It may be helpful to create a

Forecastability Matrix, separating items that are easy to forecast with statistical models, items with

intermittent demand that require special types of models, new items and other items that simply aren’t

forecastable with the usual methods and will benefit from human review and overrides.

The idea is to focus your organization’s limited resources on those items that can benefit from additional

attention. Let the remaining items be forecast through good automatic forecasting algorithms that can be

found in some of today’s software [such as SAS Forecast Server or SAS Forecasting for Desktop].

We hear a lot about Forecast Value Added analysis or FVA. How

does that fit in?

FVA analysis is an approach that many organizations are now using to

identify waste and inefficiency in their forecasting process. In effect,

FVA is the “lean” approach applied to forecasting.

In FVA analysis we compare each step and participant in a forecasting

process to what’s called a “naïve forecast.” A naïve forecast is

something simple to create, that doesn’t require fancy software or a

forecasting staff, so it is essentially the do-nothing forecast. The

standard naïve forecasting model is the random walk also called the “no

change” model, where we use our latest actual value as the forecast for

the future. So if you sold 50 last week, your forecast for this week would

be 50, and so on.

In FVA we ask the question, are the steps and participants in our processing making the forecast better than

the naïve forecast? Because if they are not, then why are we bothering? Why are we spending time and

resources on forecasting if we aren’t making it any better?

Many organizations, upon doing FVA analysis for the first time, find that their process is simply making the

forecast worse! Forecasting can be a highly politicized process, with participants biasing their inputs to meet

their own personal agendas to drive the forecast higher or lower. But until you do FVA analysis, you won’t

know this.

A frequent question is “what is the best forecasting performance we can achieve?” Is there a way to 

answer this?

There is always a limit to how accurately you can ever expect to forecast a given pattern or behavior. 

Consequently it’s a futile waste of time and effort and resources to try to do better than that.

As a simple illustration, consider forecasting Heads or Tails in the toss of a fair coin. No matter what kind of 

method you use, no matter how sophisticated, you will only be correct 50% of the time over the long run. 

Therefore, you are squandering resources trying to do better than that, because by the nature of what you 

are trying to forecast – the tossing of a fair coin – being right 50% of the time is the best you can do.
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Unfortunately, in real life demand patterns, figuring out

what is the best you can forecast is a much more difficult

question. I’m not sure there is a perfect answer. But I’ve

recently seen a promising new approach suggested by

Steve Morlidge on the “avoidability” of forecast error,

which has been published in Foresight: The International

Journal of Applied Forecasting.

Working with Paul Goodwin from University of Bath in

the UK, Morlidge relates the observed error in a naïve

random walk model, to the lowest error you can

reasonably expect to achieve. Although the method still

needs to be validated across a wider range of real-life

datasets, it shows promise as a simple way to answer a

difficult question.

DEFINITION

Bounce Rate Jean-Marc Vandenabeele

Considering Global Bounce Rate for a Site is a Mistake

According to the equation above, it is obvious that a bounce rate is related to a page, a landing page to be

more precise. Looking at a global bounce rate for your whole site leads to nothing. Every landing page is

different, different in content and different in purpose, when some of them are built to lead visitor deeper in

the website, others are tailored to a single action (newsletter subscription, displaying a specific content,…),

each landing page has different source of traffic (direct traffic, search engines, emailing, referring sites,…),

all these parameters make the approach of bounce rate different for each landing page and even more for

each channel that drive traffic to this page. Therefore some pages will have a high bounce rate and other

might have much lower bounce rate and looking at a global bounce rate (average) for your web site won’t

give you information about what actions to take for specific landing pages.

What is a Good Bounce Rate?

I can’t count the number of time clients asking me “what is a good bounce rate for my website?” There is no

answer to this question. There is no good or bad bounce rate, it is commonly accepted that a bounce rate

should be between 20% and 50%. This is very dependant of your website, the landing page you are

considering and how you drive the traffic to that page. So, instead of thinking in terms of high or low bounce

rate you’d rather think in terms of “why not higher” or “why not lower”. This approach will lead you to test

various versions of your landing pages as well as the way you drive traffic to this page.

𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑦

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑎𝑔𝑒
 

Short bio

Mike’s Academic Background:

• BA Philosophy, Michigan State University

• MA Philosophy, Johns Hopkins University

• MSE Mathematical Sciences, Johns

Hopkins University

Mike’s hobbies & interests:

• Fostering dogs for the animal shelter

• Home remodeling

• Playing basketball

• Hiking in the mountains

Blog: blogs.sas.com/content/forecasting

Having a Low Bounce Rate, the New Holy Grail or Just another Myth?

Bounce Rate is one of the most common and most well-known metrics in the

field of Web Analytics. Everybody heard about bounce rate, everybody knows

what a bounce rate is, wait, are you sure to know exactly what actually a

bounce rate is?

Let’s go through the definition: bounce rate is the percentage of visitors who

enter the site and leave the site (“bounce”) without viewing any other pages

within the same site:

http://blogs.sas.com/content/forecasting
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Let’s take an example: Consider the home page of a blog, by construction home page is the main (if not the

only) landing page. Having a very high bounce rate on this page is ok as your readers come to see the last

post you issued and they have already seen the older posts so no need to go further into the site. But

consider now a new visitor, on opposite to a returning visitor, you are expecting that this new visitor views

other pages and read older posts on your blog that would denote of a good engagement for your content. In

that case and for the segment of new visitors, everything must be done to lower the bounce rate.

Everything is About Context

As for many other metrics, a “good” bounce rate depends on different factors which are depending of the

context of your website, the objective of the landing page, its design and the way the traffic arrived to this

page. Never take a bounce rate for what it is, always try to higher or lower it by tuning the design of the

page, by tuning the adequacy between the promise of the ad and the content of the page, and don’t forget

to segment your traffic to be sure to not misunderstand the value of your bounce rate.

BOOK REVIEW

Big Data Sandro Saitta

With the recent buzz around Big Data, I wanted to know more about this new trend. I

thus decided to read a book about Big Data. I chose Big Data: A revolution that will

transform how we live, work, and think, by Mayer-Schonberger and Cukier. In

summary, it's an excellent book, detailing the concepts behind Big Data.

The book is a non-technical journey in the new world of Big Data. As expected after

reading blogs and whitepapers on the topic, authors explain that there is no rigorous

definition of Big Data. However, authors show examples of Big Data applications,

the causation to correlation shift, risks, limitations and ethical discussions among

others. There are dozens of quotes that I could mention, but I will use only one:

.

BEHIND THE SCENE

Association Committee Sandro Saitta

Vincent 

Schickel-Küng

Sara 

Vidal

Jean-Marc

Vandenabeele

Krzysztof 

Kryszczuk
Sandro

Saitta

"Most strikingly, society will need to shed some of its obsession for causality in exchange for simple

correlations: not knowing why but only what." According to authors, there are several advantages of using

all available data (i.e. Big Data). For example, no sampling is required (thus no sampling bias). Full data are

needed in certain domains (e.g. fraud detection, to have all outliers). However, authors don't have strong

arguments regarding the "no sampling needed" advantage. They only mention Big Data projects and claim

that they may have failed without N=all, as they write.

The book covers important discussions such as the messiness of Big Data: quality can be lower in

exchange of quantity. The authors also highlight how companies (such as Google) can create secondary

services based on the data they collect. To conclude, this book is an excellent non-technical introduction to

the field, with an in-depth coverage of Big Data companies.
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COVER STORY

Statistical Forecasting at Nestlé Marcel Baumgartner

Statistical Forecasting at Nestlé Enters Center Stage

The Importance of Demand Planning for a FMCP Company

For a Fast Moving Consumer Good (FMCG) company like Nestlé, forecasting

demand of its products is a key process. Given that service to our customers is our

primary objective from a Supply Chain point of view, we constantly need to foresee

the volume of the products that our customers will order, as we very rarely can

produce only when an order has been received. We are condemned to work in a

“make-to-stock” environment. This has a price: it is called inventory. And inventory

.is to a large degree cash that is blocked, money that cannot be spent on other activities. Furthermore, food

products age quickly, and we naturally want to deliver products that are as fresh as possible.

Therefore, Nestlé is investing strongly in its Demand Planning processes. The objective of Demand

Planning is to predict the future ordered volumes, per week, per Distribution Center. The right volume at the

right place, the right time. Demand Planners run these process in our operational companies, e.g. one

colleague for the coffee business in Switzerland and another one for the culinary business in France. We

have more than 300 such Demand Planners all over the world. The role of the author is to provide to these

Demand Planners the needed guidelines, references and methodology, a detailed description of the

process they are working for, but also the appropriate software solution, we call it Business Solution.

Level of Predictability: Product Segmentation

The level of predictability of our products, typically called SKUs (Stock Keeping Units), varies strongly. E.g.

a milk powder for babies will sell quite regularly, as its demand is non-seasonal and stable, and additionally

ethical guidelines prohibit promoting such products, e.g. by reducing its price. Such a product can be

forecasted quite accurately, as its demand history is not volatile. Less predictable products are typically

characterized by more volatile demand. Causes of this volatility are twofold: one is the well-known “bullwhip

effect” (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bullwhip_effect), when the orders of the customers do not reflect the real

consumer demand. Another cause is internal to Nestlé: a soluble coffee jar might be offered with a 20%

discount maybe 6 times throughout the year. Through such a promotional activity we generate ourselves

instability and lower levels of predictability.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bullwhip_effect
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Short bio

Marcel Baumgartner works for Nestlé since 1994, in

its headquarters in Vevey, Switzerland. Nestlé is the

world's leading Nutrition, Health and Wellness

company. He has a diploma as an applied

mathematician from the "Ecole Polytechnique

Fédérale de Lausanne" (www.epfl.ch), Switzerland,

and a masters in Statistics from Purdue University in

West Lafayette, IN, US.

He is the global lead for Demand Planning

Performance and Statistical Forecasting. In his role

he helps Nestlé's companies worldwide to take

advantage of predictive analytics for Demand

Planning, a key process within the Supply Chains of

Nestlé. He is also vice-president of the Swiss

Statistical Society (www.stat.ch).

As pointed out earlier, forecasting future

volumes of our SKUs can be carried out

basically in two ways: judgmentally

(subjectively, organically) and statistically. As

often, neither approach fits all products,

therefore it is key when to privilege one

approach to the other. The segmentation

strategy described above is the answer to this.

Statistical Forecasting uses simple time series

based methods, most often based on the two

well-known families Exponential Smoothing

Models (ESM) and Auto Regressive Integrated

Moving Average (ARIMA) (also known as the

Box-Jenkins framework). A great introduction

to these methods is provided in the on-line

book Forecasting: Principles and Practice

(www.otexts.com/fpp), written by Rob J.

.

It is good practice in Demand Planning to segment products along their levels of predictability, as the

process to forecast varies strongly. Such a segmentation is often referred to as a XYZ segmentation, where

X represents highly predictable products, and Z less predictable ones. This segmentation is then coupled

with a standard ABC classification, which itself differentiates products from their volume or value point of

view. At Nestlé, we have simplified this segmentation to a AC-XZ model, with thus four quadrants, and we

have introduced animal names, as illustrated in the figure.

The Horses represent predictable A products, Jack Rabbits less predictable C products. The animal

represents the behavior Demand Planners need to adopt: a Horse can be trained and is an animal you can

rely on, but it is also an animal with a high monetary volume. Therefore, Demand Planners should rely more

on statistical forecasts and not loose time planning them manually (more on the topic in the next chapter),

but naturally keep an eye on them. The Mad Bulls retain then our strongest attention: as they generate

significant volume and value for our company, but are intrinsically difficult to predict, we need to invest time

for these products. Some of these Mad Bulls can be made predictable, e.g. if we achieve to explain the

volatility in the history by variables like historical and future price discounts. Others remain unpredictable,

and thus therefore need higher safety stocks to cover a larger level of uncertainty.

Judgmental vs. Statistical Forecasting

Hyndman and George Athansapoulous. These methods are typically univariate, that is they use as the

single input the order or sales history. They are then capable to extract signals like seasonal patterns and

trend. Numerous theoretical studies have proven the performance and reliability of these models. The

ARIMA models can then incorporate also explanatory variables, and provide time series forecasting coupled

with regression type models (causal time series modeling). They become extremely useful to tame our Mad

Bulls: indeed, adding explanatory variables like historical and future price products transform Mad Bulls into

Horses!

A well-known study by R. Fildes et al.1 shows, based on 60'000 forecasts in 4 supply chain organizations,

that small adjustments to forecasts did not materially improve forecast accuracy (and made them sometimes

worse), but that large adjustments did tend to be beneficial. This is the context that governs judgmental

forecasts or judgmental adjustments of statistical forecasts.

Tools and Roles

As a Demand Planner typically looks after more than 200 SKUs, and sometimes not only at a national level,

but also for the large customers separately, we need to provide them adequate business solutions, so that

they can establish their plans efficiently. At Nestlé, we provide this support through the Demand Planning

.

http://www.epfl.ch/
http://www.stat.ch/
http://www.otexts.com/fpp
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(DP) module of the SCM (Supply Chain Management) of SAP (www.sap.com) (still known better under the

name SAP APO (Advanced Planning and Optimization)). We have started to configure and deploy the DP

module within Nestlé since 2003, and have continuously improved it. It allows to see, check and edit all their

volumes, in tabular and graphical format. Demand Planners can drill down to customers and distribution

centers, and check volumes on category or group level. The DP module contains a statistical engine, which

includes elements of the exponential smoothing family and variants of linear regression methods.

In the recent years, we have however hit some limitations, and some of our businesses have shown us how

more sophisticated statistical forecasting solutions can tackle business questions that we cannot address

with SAP. These businesses have collaborated with SAS (www.sas.com) and their forecasting solution

called SAS Forecast Server. We have now decided to provide these solutions to the whole company, as a

complement to our SAS solution.

However, we will not provide access to SAS to all of our Demand Planners. SAS Forecast Server is a tool

that needs to be used by skilled Statisticians, or as they are now called Data Scientists. So we are building

small but highly efficient networks of such Demand Analysts (that is how we name this role internally),

providing statistical forecasting services for the Demand Planners. Typically, a Demand Analyst will cover

Horses, Mules, most of the Jack Rabbits through SAS, and then collaborate extensively to make the Mad

Bulls predictable by using causal time series methods.

This is the journey we have embarked on at Nestlé, as we speak. There’s a lot to build and model, but we

are convinced that this is the right strategy for Nestlé to make the seemingly impossible possible: provide

high levels of service to our customers, whilst reducing our inventory to its barest minimum.

References
1 R. Fildes, P. Goodwin, M. Lawrence, K. Nikolopoulos, Effective forecasting and judgmental adjustments: an empirical evaluation

and strategies for improvement in supply-chain planning, International Journal of Forecasting, Vol. 25, Issue 1.

RELATED ORGANIZATION

The Swiss Statistical Society Marcel Baumgartner

Dear Members of the Swiss Association for Analytics,

Did you know that you have a sister society, the Swiss Statistical Society (SSS)?

The science of Statistics is among these beautiful applied branches which directly and profoundly impacts

our everyday life. We are privileged to be part of this adventure.

The SSS has been founded in 1988, and thus celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2013, during the

International Year of Statistics. Use www.stat.ch to find us on the Internet, and to become a member. We

currently have roughly 450 individual members plus 16 collective members, i.e. organizations or private

companies. Here is our mission statement:

“The Swiss Statistical Society (SSS, Schweizerische Gesellschaft für Statistik, Société Suisse de

Statistique, Società Svizzera di Statistica, Societad Svizra da Statistica) propagates application and

development of statistics in Switzerland, represents the interest of professionals working in this field in

relation to practice, research and education and contributes to the recognition of statistics as a scientific

discipline in its own right. It fosters contacts between statisticians in administration, business and institutions

of research and education. It supports cooperation between all institutions which deal with such goals.”

We are organised in three sections:

• SSS-O: “Official Statistics”, i.e. the public statistics sector, with members from the Swiss Federal

Statistical Office in Neuchâtel and many of the cantonal or regional statistical offices.

http://www.sap.com/
http://www.sas.com/
http://www.stat.ch/
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AGENDA

Analytics events Sandro Saitta

The Swiss Association for Analytics is of course not the only organization proposing events related to

analytics in Switzerland. Here is a list of upcoming events. To propose your event for a next issue of our

magazine, send an email to info@swiss-analytics.ch

• 1st Swiss Workshop of Data Science SDS 2014,

March 21st, Winterthur

• SAS Forum Switzerland 2014, May 6th, Baden

• IC Research Day 2014 on Big Data, June 12th,

Lausanne

• Swiss Statistics Meeting, October 8th-10th,

Yverdon-les-Bains

• SSS-ER: “Education and Research”, with members from academia and any other school where statistics

is taught.

• SSS-BI: “Business and Industry”, with members applying statistical thinking and methods in companies in

and around Switzerland.

Since 2009, the SSS is presided by Diego Kuonen, CEO of Statoo Consulting (www.statoo.info). Signing up

to his newsletter via the website lists.statoo.com will give you a great insight into the world of statistics

today! Let us present some of the activities of the society:

• We organise a meeting each fall in cooperation with the Swiss Federal Statistical Office and the Swiss

Conference of regional statistical offices. The meeting is a general meeting, called “Swiss Statistics

Meeting”, in years with odd numbers, and a “Swiss Days of Official Statistics” in even years. It is moving

from one canton to another. It is our prime event to bring all members and people interested in statistics

together.

• We edit three bulletins per year, where we document our activities and allow our members to present

their projects and their work activities. If you would like to share part of your own work, do not hesitate to

contact our editor Thomas Holzer (thomas.holzer@bern.ch).

• We organise short courses, where we invite statisticians from throughout the world to share with us their

insight and experiences.

• We run a discussion group on LinkedIn, called Swiss Statistical Society, open to our members.

A few years ago, in collaboration with the Swiss Federal Statistical Office, we edited a brochure explaining

the job of a statistician in Switzerland. Please download German and French versions at

www.stat.ch/index.php/en/stat/aktuell/berufsbild.html

The SSS is a member of the Swiss Academy of Sciences (www.scnat.ch), the Swiss Academy of

Humanities and Social Sciences (www.sagw.ch), the International Statistical Institute (www.isi-web.org), the

Federation of European National Statistical Societies (www.fenstat.eu), and the European Courses in

Advanced Statistics (dm.ucd.es/ecas). Since 2013, the SSS proudly presents the Johann Heinrich Lambert

Award for Young Statisticians (www.stat.ch/Lambert).

The SSS wishes the SAA all the best for its future. We are looking forward to

future joint activities and to successful collaborations!

In the name of the SSS committee,

Marcel Baumgartner, Vice-President of the SSS

Related organizations

mailto:info@swiss-analytics.ch
http://www.statoo.info/
http://lists.statoo.com/
mailto:thomas.holzer@bern.ch
http://www.stat.ch/index.php/en/stat/aktuell/berufsbild.html
http://www.scnat.ch/
http://www.sagw.ch/
http://www.isi-web.org/
http://www.fenstat.eu/
http://dm.ucd.es/ecas
http://www.stat.ch/Lambert
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INTRODUCTION TO

Online Recommendations Vincent Schickel-Küng

eCommerce has many advantages over traditional downtown stores, such as unlimited shelves space or

around the clock opening hours. Unfortunately, offering more products makes it harder for the visitor to find

what he wants. To help find the needle in the haystack, two main tools are offered to him: the search engine

and the recommender systems. The first one allows you to find any products in a fraction of a millisecond if

you know its name or product number, while the second one will make you buy products you didn’t even

know about. Both solutions are complementary, but only the last one really promotes impulse shopping and

thus incremental sales.

Amazon.com is truly the pioneer in industrial Recommender Systems, which is known, to end-users as

“Customer who bought this also bought”. In 2006, Amazon.com announced that over 35% of its sales were

made through its recommender system. Even if this number has most probably decreased over the years,

Recommender Systems impact on average from 5% to 25% online sales of any eCommerce store.

Amazon.com invented an algorithm called the Item-based Collaborative Filtering algorithm (a modified

version of the user-based collaborative filtering [Resnik et al, 1994]). The fundamental difference between

the user-based and item-based collaborative filtering lies in the object being considered. The former

approach works on groups of similar users, while that latter considers groups of similar items. Concretely,

the first step of item-based collaborative filtering is the construction of the item-to-item similarity matrix S.

This is achieved by computing the pairwise similarity between each pair of items i and j in the matrix R,

sim(i,j), using the adjusted cosine metric. The adjusted cosine metric is an improved version of the cosine

based approach, which takes into account the difference of rating of each user’s profile. Formally, the

adjusted cosine metric is defined as follows:

Once S has been constructed, the predicted rating of an item i is computed by selecting the k most similar

items in S, and then using a weighted average based on the similarity between the selected items and i.

Formally, the prediction of an item i for user u is computed as follows:

where K is the set of the k closest items to item i, and Si,j is the similarity between items i and j. Despite its

well documented problems (such as matrix sparsity, scalability, cold start and latency problems [Li et al.,

2005, Mobasher et al., 2004, O’Sullivan et al., 2004]), Item-based collaborative filtering remains the mostly

widely used technique on eCommerce store.

In October 2006, Netflix tried to change all of this via a 1M$ competition. The rule was simple, the first one

who can improve its homemade recommender systems by at least 10%, would win the jackpot.

.

Recommender Systems VS. eMerchandising – the real life paradigm of

eCommerce

Despite European massive economic slowdown, eCommerce remains a rapid

growing sector of the economy throughout Europe, with an average of 2 digits

growth each year for the past 5 years. Amazon.com for example, the champion

in almost every country of the OCDE, generated over $61.1 billion in revenues

in 2012.
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At first, Netflix thought that its price was going to be a quick win in just under 6 months. The reality was

totally different and it took nearly 3 years for scientists to achieve this goal. The first 6% improvement was

easily obtained (using item-based collaborative filtering and other various well known algorithms), but the

remaining 4% demanded the combination of over 60 algorithms (and some of the teams who ran for the

price).

Beside the one million dollars prize, the competition had many advantages for the Recommender Systems

research community. First, it provided scientists with new precious real life data to test their new algorithms.

Second, it allowed people to change their mind on what was wrongly thought as an easy data mining

problem. Third, and the most important I think, it showed the limits of advanced machine learning algorithms

in eCommerce.

Surprisingly, Netflix is not using most of the algorithms and techniques that were developed for its

competition. Two main reasons for this: the complexity of implementing the algorithms as only a small

fraction of scientists really understands them ([Salakhutdinov et al, 2007] is recommended for bed time

reading), and the fact that they are unusable by marketers.

Today, eCommerce sites are mostly run by marketers not machine learning experts. An eCommerce

website is no longer a free electron in a group that can do or try anything they want. Now, it’s a fully

integrated sales channel within a company, and thus must comply with existing and ongoing sales

strategies and obligations.

To illustrate this dilemma, consider this simple but realistic example. Imagine that you have a sports gear

shop that sells all well-known brands on the market. If you implement an Item-based collaborative filtering

algorithm, then your algorithms will most likely propose a Nike top to someone who is looking at an Adidas

pair of shoes. Even if these articles are bought together by your customers, you will most probably not be

allowed to show them together as marketing contracts tends to restrict showing Adidas and Nike products

on the same page (or shelves in a physical shop). Every day, marketers are faced with the challenge of

promoting the right product, to the right person, while respecting companies marketing plans and negotiated

contracts. This is known as eMerchandising, and unfortunately most Recommender Systems algorithms are

not suitable to this tasks. This explains partly why Recommender Systems are not more widely used in the

industry despite their amazing potential.

Today, most Recommender Systems researchers design new systems that only focus on improving the

accuracy of the predication (measured via precision & recall metric or Mean Average Error [Herlocker et al.,

2004]) but totally forget who is going to use it, the website’s marketers, not the end-customers. For

Recommender Systems to be widely accepted by the industry, it’s crucial to develop algorithms that not only

take into account the end-customer’s preferences and past purchase, but also factor in the requirement of

the websites without having to hire a team of rocket scientists to run them.
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ON THE WEB

Datavisualization.ch Benjamin Wiederkehr

What started out as a research blog for two interaction design students at the

Zürich University of the Arts, Christian Siegrist and Benjamin Wiederkehr,

became over time one of the leading platforms for data visualization worldwide.

Benjamin shares a few thoughts on the origins of Datavisualization.ch1, the

motivation behind it, and their future plans. In the beginnings, we focused on

documenting our own research findings and sharing them with the community.

These findings were part of our thesis project2 and therefore gravitated around

our specific research area of visualizing multidimensional data in a spatial

context. After the publication of our thesis, we decided to broaden the scope of

our writing significantly. We invested countless hours searching, reading,

.evaluating, documenting, and publishing interesting artifacts from the world of visualization with all its

nuances. We strongly believe in an open exchange of ideas. Therefore, sharing this work with others was

and continues to be fundamental for us.

Datavisualization.ch as a platform goes way beyond the articles on the website itself. We contribute to

adjacent online publications, magazines and books. We curate dedicated collections of images, videos,

books, tools, datasets, and events on social media platforms like Pinterest, Vimeo, Tumblr, or Lanyrd. We

organize workshops with fellow visualization practitioners like Moritz Stefaner3 or Andrew Vande Moere4

and give talks at conferences like SXSW, Visualized, Lift or Ars Electronica. But most importantly, people in

search of a partner for data visualization got in touch with us. With the foundation of Interactive Things5 in

2009, an interaction and information design studio, we were able to accept projects and help clients bring

their ideas to life. Since then, we have worked with a wide variety of companies from the private sector,

such as National Geographic, the Mozilla Corporation or Swisscom, as well as with governmental and non-

governmental organizations, like the SNSF, the UNDP, or the UNESCO.

With our work, we actively pursue three goals. First, we simply love to discover, share, and discuss

compelling projects that we discover. Second, we do our best to provide valuable support to students,

trainees, and professionals new to the field. Third, we tell stories from our daily work to help establish a

common understanding for the potentials, but also the perils of data-driven design work. By fulfilling these

goals, we believe to contribute to promoting excellent work, nurturing the community, and the advancement

of the discipline as a whole.

1 http://datavisualization.ch 2 http://bachelor.benjaminwiederkehr.com 3 http://moritz.stefaner.eu
4 http://infosthetics.com 5 http://interactivethings.com

http://datavisualization.ch/
http://bachelor.benjaminwiederkehr.com/
http://moritz.stefaner.eu/
http://infosthetics.com/
http://interactivethings.com/
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LEGAL & ETHICS

The legal aspects of Big Data Christian Laux

Introduction Into The Legal Aspects of Big Data1 (Part #1)

A. Notion and Definition

We start our analysis with a definition of "Big Data", in order to then

determine what aspects are really relevant from a legal perspective.

1. General

Big Data, as a term, describes the vast amount of data that are

generated each day, worldwide, inside or outside of worldwide

.accessible networks, and that are generated on the basis of information taken from a variety of sources and

stored in any format available, in order to then be processed and analyzed. When asking for the purposes of

what Big Data aims at then the answer is data analytics, i.e. the exercise to distill meaning from data.

2. Capturing Big Data through a number of ”V’s”

The interesting part in the term ”Big Data” is that a quite structured approach for a definition is already

widely in use, the definition relying on, depending on personal preference, on three or more ”V’s”:

a) Volume, Variety, Velocity, Veracity, Validity, Volatility

• Volume: Big data implies enormous volumes of data. The reason for the wealth of data available in our

networks is manyfold. Nowadays, not people but machines create data (relying on user interaction or

not). And the number of machines in use increases. Which, of course, will require more machines to read

and process the data in use, and so on. Volume is a pointer to the „Big“-part in the term, but does not

cause a lot of stir to anyone. It is just like that. Volume as such may be an organizational or

computational challenge (the latter, not really), but, from a legal perspective, volume is not relevant.

• Variety: Variety refers to the fact that the data to be analyzed down the road has many origins, and the

sources can be structured or unstructured. Data in PDFs, emails, photos, videos, and audio formats

typically are unstructured. Data can, and by preference do, occur in structured format (csv, etc.). Variety

as such is not a criteria that, per se, influences what Big Data means from a legal perspective. The

variety must be considered, though, when we deal with the question how we can reuse the vast amounts

of data we pull together, or find out there. Interestingly, the likelihood that data in unstructured formats is

protected by copyright is much higher than copyright protection for data in structured format.2

• Velocity: Velocity means that data hits us at a high pace. The flow of data is not only fast, but also

continuous, and researchers and businesses can increase benefits if they gain access to real-time data.

Velocity is, per se, not a criteria that is legal in nature.

• Veracity: This aspect of the definition refers to the fact that not all that is being sent reaches the recipient

free from noise, bias, or other shortcomings. Data being stored, mined, linked and then processed can be

reused in a context that has nothing to do with the context in which it has been created. Data, per se, is

neither true nor false, a claim that remains to be proven, at a later stage. But the veracity criteria is a

pointer to the challenge that people need meaning, not (only) data. Big data refers to the exercise of

extracting meaning from data, i.e. to data analytics as an entire discipline. We should say, data analytics

is the very point of Big Data.
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• Validity: Like veracity, validity asks for whether it is legitimate for a recipient to reuse data in a given

context. The question is whether the data is correct and accurate for the intended use. Clearly valid data

is key to making the right decisions. Legitimacy is obviously relevant for the legal analysis. We will keep

this item to discuss it later in more depth3.

• Volatility: In this world of fast changes data yesterday’s data may not be relevant to draw an analysis for

today’s challenges. Volatility, from a legal perspective is closely related to the challenges in Veracity and

Validity.

b) Nexus and Scale

To sum up, ‘Big data’ is all about scale and nexus which means to acknowledge that ”datasets and

databases are becoming so large and interconnected as to be virtually limitless”4. But we can, in the same

time, draw the interim summary that the many V’s of the definition in Big Data somewhat describe the

phenomenon better than the legal implications.

Short bio

Dr. Christian Laux, LL.M., is Zurich based attorney for

technology, advertising and e-commerce matters,

combining both inside and outside counsel

experience with a passion for technology.

In his daily practice Dr. Laux advises on all

transactional aspects related to software,

infrastructure and data distribution agreements, on

matters of Intellectual Property, Telecommunications,

Privacy, Corporate and Commercial Law. Litigation, in

particular commercial litigation, domain name

disputes and trademark litigation.

Dr. Laux has extended experience in data related

issues, acts as data protection officers for companies,

and is board member of Opendata.ch, an association

dealing with data that are lawfully accessible to the

public for the benefit of transparency, economical

efficiency and more.

Dr. Laux completed his legal studies at universities in

Zurich (Switzerland), Paris (France) and Stanford

(CA, USA). His Ph.D. thesis discusses relevant

issues about agreements covering copyrighted

assets.

That is why, we should add additional

thoughts to determine what really matters,

from a legal perspective.

c) Small Data is Beautiful, too

One of the additional thoughts will help us to

determine that ”Big” is or should not be

relevant. As Rufus Pollock, from the UK not

for profit OKFN (Open Knowledge

Foundation) points out, we should get rid of

discussing only Big Data. In a blog post and

an article with the Guardian, Pollock

discusses why the current hype around big

data actually misses the point5:

"Meanwhile we risk overlooking the much

more important story here, the real revolution,

which is the mass democratisation of the

means of access, storage and processing of

data. This story isn't about large organisations

running parallel software on tens of thousand

of servers, but about more people than ever

being able to collaborate effectively around a

distributed ecosystem of information, an

ecosystem of small data"

While small data have a lot to tell us, there is

still a parallellity in Small Data and Big Data.

.It is the data analytics part that remains. The interesting part in Big Data as well as in Small Data is what we

can do with data we have access to, i.e. the focus is on access and reuse.

3. Refining the Legal Meaning: What Really Matters

Parting from the above, we can hold that what really matters, from a legal perspective, is the following:

a) Relevant Tests

The following steps are relevant when analyzing the legal implications of Big Data:
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• Access: How can one lawfully access data?

• Use / Reuse: How can one lawfully use, process, analyze, and reuse data in new contexts?

• Deletion: How can one request deletion of data?

• Compliance: Is data one holds subject to restrictions that can be imposed on him by a third party or a

regulator?

• Liability: How is one liable for the way how he analyzes, aggregates, uses or simply holds available data?

• Further aspects: There may be further aspects we will deal with separately.

b) Data (big or small)

Big Data, as we have seen, is about data analytics. The task for data analytics is to extract meaning from

data. Thus, the focus of Big Data, when looked at from a legal perspective, actually is (only) the ”data” part

of the term ”Big Data”. Whether the data are big or small is not actually relevant.

c) Meaning

On the basis of data, then, meaning can be extracted. Extracting meaning can result in numerous

implications, some of which can be tackled by the six prong test outlined hereinbefore. Personal data is

about meaning, much more than about the very file that is put into a machine. Thus, the meaning layer of

(Big) Data will need to be discussed in more depth, separately. But this would go beyond what we can

discuss in this contribution. Let us save that conversation for later.

B. The legal landscape for data (including big data)

1. A Kaleidoscope

A colleague put it very well: ”For all its growing significance in today’s increasingly connected world, data

remains funny stuff in legal terms.”6 The overall term to include data and meaning is ”information”.

Interestingly, we live in an information age but have no uniform law to determine the legal implications of

data, and its meaning. Rather, the law is a kaleidoscope of somewhat isolated rules that, in their entirety,

make what can be called the ”information law”. There are different kinds of rights that may arise ‘in relation

to’ data, rather than simply of rights ‘in’ data (copyright law rules, trademark law rules, data protection law

rules, competition law rules, confidentiality rules, and contract law rules). This often causes some

complexity when dealing with legal aspects of data, or related to data.

2. Contracts are Core

The layered structure of rules that will be needed to assess the legal implications of data result in one

instrument for all who are involved in data transactions, or who deal with data: Contracts. Contracts (if

properly drafted) confer strong rights against the contracting party (the lawyer says: the party in privity), but

not against everyone (unlike, for example, a copyright). Good news, then, are that contracts can be made

enforceable internationally. And it is relevant to note that the situation abroad is comparable to the

caleidoscope approach we find for Switzerland.

C. Summary

Big Data, when looked at from a legal perspective, is a somewhat misleading term, as one is tempted to

focus on ”Big” part rather than on the ”Data” part of the term ”Big Data”. What we have outlined above

results in the following recommendation, at least in the abstract: We suggest that a lawyer should take a

step back from the ”V”-driven approach, and rather adopt an approach focusing on the "kaleidoscope" (as

referred to above) and contracts in order to properly assess the legal implications of Big Data.
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The 3rd Swiss Analytics Event took place at Hotel Moevenpick

Lausanne on January 30th. The topic, Web & Analytics, was

covered through three talks. The event was sponsored by

Webrepublic (www.webrepublic.ch). Here is the detailed

program:

• Introduction, Sandro Saitta, President of the Swiss

Association for Analytics (5 min)

• Related organizations (5 min)

• Using Web Analytics to optimize your Retargeting, Jean-

Marc Vandenabeele, Managing Director at HIPPARCOS (20

min)

• Launch Hard or Go Home! Predicting the Success of

Kickstarter Campaigns, Vincent Etter, PhD student at EPFL

(20 min)

• Break (10 min)

• Sponsor presentation (10 min)

• Knowledge in Search Engines, Maciej Kurant, Software

Engineer at Google (20 min)

• Panel discussion about Web & Analytics with speakers (20

min) [cancelled]

• Networking Apéro

Pictures and most of the presentations are available at

http://event.swiss-analytics.ch. The password for the

presentations is available on our LinkedIn group (www.swiss-

analytics.ch). More information about the next event will soon

be available on our LinkedIn group!

Want to be speaker or sponsor for a future event? Send an

email to info@swiss-analytics.ch

SWISS ANALYTICS EVENT

Web & Analytics Sandro Saitta

Notes

1 This contribution is meant as a first article in a series of articles to discuss legal aspects of data and data

analytics. Following this first overview, the legal landscape should be analyzed in more detail, then, specific

fields of special regulation should be identified. Dealing data quality aspects can then be discussed, same

as aspects of how one can be liable for the first step that is relevant for Big Data, the disclosure of data sets

to the public.
2 This statement is true for Switzerland, and a bit less true for countries in the European Union. The EU has

adopted the concept of a sui generis protection for databases which is lacking in Switzerland.
3 Liability for data will be discussed in a later issue.
4 Big Data, Kemp Little LLP, January 2013, page 2, note 3.
5 Rufus Pollock, Forget big data, small data is the real revolution, in: The Guardian, 25 April 2013, available

at http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/apr/25/forget-big-data-small-data-revolution (visited on

20 February 2014).
6 Big Data, Kemp Little LLP, January 2013, page 7, note 9.

http://www.webrepublic.ch/
http://event.swiss-analytics.ch/
http://www.swiss-analytics.ch/
mailto:info@swiss-analytics.ch
http://www.theguardian.com/news/datablog/2013/apr/25/forget-big-data-small-data-revolution
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MBN Recruitment is one of Europe’s leading technology and business insight recruiters. Through a careful

and mature strategy for its own business, MBN has spent much time tracking and identifying organisational

challenges and staffing needs for those organisations who require the best staff to solve complex and

unanswered insight issues. This position of market leadership continues to enable us to connect with a

readily accessible pool of high quality analysts and data scientists. At MBN, we work with the leading

players in the business insight and analytics space. Many are large corporate organisations whilst some are

agile, younger businesses with a focus on defining their place in the market through their use of the very

best staff. Common to both ends of our client base are their desire to recruit and retain the very best data

scientists, econometricians, insight analysts and data strategists.

As the leader in business analytics software and services, SAS helps you transform your data into insights

that give you a fresh perspective on your business. You can identify what’s working. Fix what isn’t. Discover

new opportunities. That’s what we help organizations do: turn large amounts of data into knowledge they

can use. And we do it better than anyone.

Data meets creativity. Since it’s founding in 2009 online marketing agency Webrepublic is based on two

pillars: 1. understanding of language and semantic distinctions, 2. profound knowledge of data analysis and

interpretation. As online marketers rapidly gain more data to work with, data analysis skills are growing ever

more important. Consequently we have founded a Web Analytics department to foster in-house

competences. We serve a portfolio of more than 100 national as well as international mid-sized to Fortune

500 companies. Our focus lies on Digital Marketing Strategy, Search Engine Advertising (SEA), Search

Engine Optimization (SEO), E-Commerce, Web Analytics and Social Media. In-house software engineers

develop tools to reduce data complexity, generate insights, and handle and optimize large campaigns more

efficiently. We deliver Services in German, French, Italian, English, Russian, Chinese and other languages.

Some 30% of the 50+ employees speak another language than German as their mother tongue.


